Ecosystems support innovation
It’s not enough to have a great idea. You have to
construct a supportive environment around an
entrepreneur to enable him or her to push an idea
from conception to execution. These innovation “
ecosystems” have several important components,
including mentors, university technology transfers,
wise sages, marketing, manufacturing and distribution support, funding support, and local, county and
state institutions.
Investors inject capital, expertise and credibility.
Lawyers and accountants step up with critical
technical advice, professional services and business
counsel. Incubators and accelerator programs provide
structural support, funding, and lab and office space.
University systems nurture ground-breaking
technologies with research facilities and manpower.
The government gives a boost through incentives and
tax breaks.
Clearly, it takes more than one person to transform
a great idea into a credible product or service. That’s
the beauty and the weakness of an entrepreneur; to
be successful, she can’t do it herself.

Other innovations tackled problems that crop up
in more everyday activities. I was impressed by the
pitch for Georama, a website that enables travelers
to select a destination based on their specific desires. Through the use of a proprietary algorithm,
visitors can explore destinations around the world
and let the experiences of fellow travelers guide
their research. The site’s interactive map also allows
you to compare locations and determine, based
on your travel priorities and budget, which trip
to take. A site like this would have been a hugely
helpful tool when my wife and I were considering a
vacation to celebrate a milestone birthday and were
open to multiple destinations.

It’s not enough to have a
great idea.

You have to construct a
supportive environment.

One innovative company, Red Clay, hopes to do
just that. It partners with brands to host design
competitions, such an in-store display project. Their
pool of more than 400 experienced designers then
submit their specific design proposals. The brand

Capital is calling

Here’s just a sampling of some of the venture capital investor attendees at InvestMidwest
2013, with the amounts listed under total management.

Market to them and do
it well.

We still need plenty of solutions
People like to believe that “everything that can be
invented has been invented.” But from the incredible breadth and depth of InvestMidwest presenters,
it is readily apparent to me that this belief would be
mistaken. Presenters offered incredible technologies
that support life-altering drugs, procedures, and
products, including surgical meshes, stents, and
implants. We also were introduced to remarkable
products that can boost crop yields and improve
the safety of our food supply chain.

Let’s face it: Not every company can be Facebook.
But for many start-ups, generating one billion users
is not the end goal, nor should it be. This year’s
InvestMidwest attendees talked a lot about
“narrowcasting.” Instead of “broadcasting” your
innovation to the widest possible audience, do
some research and identify the smaller segment that
needs/wants/cannot live without your product or
service. Hold on to them and provide enormous
value to them. Narrowcast to that audience.

partner then crowdsources the winning design,
allowing its highly engaged consumers to provide
feedback and vote on the top proposals, all at a
much lower cost than the typical design process.
This low-volume, high-touch model has been
gaining traction among household brands.
Like Red Clay, find out what you do really
well. Find out the exact audience who needs the
resulting product or process. Market to them and
do it well. It can be that simple.

My final trend is the one that may matter most to these and other innovators: There is plenty
of money to be invested in the start-up arena. This year’s InvestMidwest was attended by
investors with billions of undeployed dollars in capital.

Find the exact audience
that needs
your product or process.
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‘Narrowcasting’:
The new key to success

Another web-based innovation, Fishidy, uses
exclusive maps and social media to connect
amateur anglers across 4,000 U.S. waterways.
Trawlers can access interactive maps, discover new
fishing spots, and upload photos of their best catches
to a “bragging board.” I’m not an active angler
myself, so I had no idea these sportsmen lacked an
online community. But when, as Fishidy’s creators
claim, Americans spend more money on fishing
equipment than golf, I — and entire investor community — should certainly pay closer attention.

Chrysalis Ventures

$600 million

RiverVest Venture Partners

$164 million

Thomas, McNerney & Partners

$600 million

Ascension Health Ventures

$550 million

Venture Investors

$200 million

That is huge amount of potential funding just at this one event, and I am looking forward
to hearing more about the partnerships that result from this year’s event.
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